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ABSTRACT
Many computer systems have components with FCFS queueing and ser.
vice lime distributions that may not be exponential. Exact models of such sys-
tems arc usually intractable. When tbe component is a local area network.
gateway. the analysis is complicated by the possibility that a job's queueing
delay may depend nol only on the network's service pacameten. but also on
the load offered by all hosts attached 10 it. Modeling the delay at LAN gate-
ways as self-contained units may be possible, but this does not teU us about
their impact on the performance of tbe system as a whole. A method of
predicting this impact based on Marie's algorithm for the solution of elosed
queueing networks with Coxjan serve~ has been proposed. An open-queue
model of a local area network is driven by the throughputs of eaeh of its gate-
ways; the gateway at each host is treated as a Conan server whose queue
length will match that predicted by the open model. These Coxian servers are
thcn used in Marie's algorithm to predict the pedormance of each bost in
turn. The procedure is iterative; it is terminated when tbe convergence cri-
teria for Maric's algorithm are mel by the models of aU bosts_ The method. has
bcen applied to a modified version of the Berry-Chandy model of a token ring
with noncxhaustive service. The results are close to those predicted by simula-
lions of a ring with two hasls for various Iraffic loads.
The choice of Marie's algorithm 85 the solution framework is molivated
by its ability 10 capture the variable nature of the inter-arrival processes in
networks with servers having high service time coefrieient of "'ariation. Simu-
lation data suggest that the arrival variability may be a contributing factor to a
curious phenomenon: if a closed network contains a sufficiently large number
of jobs, the queue length of the bottleneck server may decrease as its service
time coefficient of variation is increased. This phenomenon is predicted both
by Marie's algorithm and exact solutions of small systems.
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1. introduction
The service characteristics of local area networks deviate greatly from the product form.
assumptions [Bas7Sa} of closed queueing network. models of computer I5Ystems solvable by
efficient algorithms. This is because they (or the ports through which they are reached) often
have Don-exponential service time distributions with FCFS service at each host, or because
they may delay or block. waiting and newly arrived jobs even when they are idle
[811:181a, Troata}.
Some types of local area networks have been accurately modeled in isolation as open
queues with infinite Poisson arrival streams, while host computen have usually been treated as
closed queueing networks with finite populations [Buz73a]. Rather than modeling hosts and·
local area network.s in isolation, we would like to predict the performance of the local area
network and the system collectively. The assumption Poisson arriwls is invalid in closed sys.
tems with finite populations. This limits the ability of the isolated models to predict the per-
formance of the local area network in the system 25 a whole. Because an exact model of a sys-
tem containing a local area network port can usually be solved only by rhe often computation-
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ally intractable procedure of cnumcnting and solving the system's steady state equations,
approximate methods must be used to predict the system's performance instead. In this paper,
we shall present a framework for modeling the inducocc of local area network contention on
bosls' performance. We shall call the framework a model integrati.on scheme, because it com-
bines closed queueing network models of hosts and with existing models local area networks
to produce aD integrated model that makes predictions about the performance of the entire
system. We shall demonstrate the applicabili.ty of the framework by using a modified form of
the Bcrry·Chandy token ring model [Ber83a] to predict the effect of a token ring with non-
exhaustive service (e.g. the Zurich ring [BWl:81b) or PRONET [Sal8ZaD on the performance of
conncctcd hosts. We shall compare the rcsults with simulations for a variety of host work·
loads and ring utilizations.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we shall describe some
properties of closed networks with non·cxponential FCFS serve~. and use these properties to
motivate the choice of Marie's method for solving models of closed queueing networks wi.th
non--exponential servcrs [Mar78a] as the basis of our model integration scheme. The
remainder of the paper describes the modcl integration scbeme and compares its predictions
with simulation results. The work described here is taken from (80n84a]. The notation used
in this paper is described in Table 1.
Table 1: Notation
C, Service time coefficient of variation of server I
K Number of serven in a network
MPL Number of jobs in a closed network
N Same asMPL
P Routing probability matrl:l:
Ro System response time
R, Response time of server i
S, Mean service time of scrver i
U, Utilization of server j
V, Visit ratio of servcr i, solution of V=VP
X 0 System throughput
XI Throughput of server i
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2. Development or the Method
Our modeling framework. uses open queueing models of general serven in conjunction
with a closed queueing network algorithm to make predicEioDs about the performance of
closed systems. When applied to local Brea networks, the framework should attempt to
account for the interaction bctwee:l two mutually dependent pedormance measures tbat arc
predictions of closed queueing network models:
(a) Each host's througbput, and hence the traffic it offers to the local area network. is
influenced by the delays at all its servers.
(b) Conversely I the network access delay at each host is affected by the combined traffic
offered to the network by all hosts, because the job at the head of one host's network
access queue may be blocked until the network is freed by a job at another hosl. Thus,
the queueing delay at a port is partially determined by factors utertu2l to the local host.
We propose to approximate blocking by treating the blocking servers as non-e%pOnential
servers, and then solving the resulting closed queueing network using an accurate and
efficient algorithm for non-product form networb. In the case of LAN ports, the service time
coefficients of vaiiation (CV's) will depend on the total LAN loading and on the LAN's per-
formance characteristics.
Before describing how the non-e%pOnential servers are fitted, we shall brie8y discuss the
role of service and intcrarrival time variance and blocki.ng in queueing delays. The iatuiti.on
that is gained from this discussion will be used to motivate a heuristic for modeling the effect
of contention for local area networks on the performance of the attached hosts.
2:.1. The Erred 01 Servlc=e Time VarlabWty
Queueing delays are caused by a number of contributing factors. Among these are mean
service time, mean arrival rate, service time CV, and interarrival time CV. In systems in
whicb a waiting job is served immediately by an idle server, the lut two factors are the ones
that contribute to a job's waiting time. To see this, consider a 0/0/1 queue (regular arrivals,
fil:ed service time). If the server is initially idle and the interarrival time exceeds the service
time, no queueing will occur. In this instance, the mean response time is equal to the service
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time; in systems with either service time or interarrival time variance, queueing is bound to
occur. as a job may arrive while the server is busy.
Our choice of a framework for incorporating an open queueing model of 8 server into
closed queuing network algorithm is motivated by its ability 10 capture the effec~s of service
time variability on the performance measures of closed networks. The data in [8aI79a] showed
that increased service time variability usually degrades the .~·.~tcm throughput. In his PhD.
thesis, Bondi [80084a1 showed that increasing the service time variance of the most heavily
utilized (or bottleneck) server in a closed network may decrease its mean queue length. This
behaviour, which Bond.i called the bott/erred: anDmtJly. is contrary to what is usually assumed
about queue lengths in open network.! [Wbi83a]. The anomaly occurs because increB5ed aer-
vice time variance at the bottleneck server leads to markedly increased interarrival time varia-
bility at adjacent servers. The resulting increase in the othcr servers' queue lengths draws jobs
away from thc bottleneck servcr, and its queue length is thereby reduced. This phenomenon
is predicted both by Marie's approximate algorithm for closed queueing networks with non-
exponential servers IMar78aJ and by global balance solutions contained in [BaI79a,Rug81a] and
(Boo84al· An outline of Marie's algorithm appears in Figure 1. Briefty, Marie's algorithm
treats each queue as a Coxian server with state dependent arrival rales ("-(n)/C./l); a server's
arrival rate is assumed to be instantaneously zero when all jobs in the systcm are queued
thcre. Thus,
<I>
The arrival ratcs are obtained by solving the complementary closed queueing oetwork, Le. thc
network. containing all servers but that of interest. The normalising constant vector of server
i's complemcntary nctwork is denoted G, in Figure 1. Before the next iteration, each server is
fitted with a set of load-dependcnt service rates that are used to compute the next cstimate of
the throughputs of the complementary networks. The service rates of each server are
corrected aftcr each iteration to ensure that the queue lengths of all servers add up to the
network population and that the flow balance constraints X, =V,X 0 are approximately satisficd.
· 5 •











Figure 1: Scheme for Maric's algorithm
We believe that Marie's algorithm is accurate because it implicitly accounts for the van-
able nature of arrival processes in non-product form networks by treating the arrival processes
as as state-dependent. We have chosen the algorithm as the basis of our model integration
scheme because of its ability to capture this effect of and because of its accuracy and speed.
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2.2. The Effect of Blocklnl
Queueing is also bound to occur if a server is blocked immediately after rendering ser-
vice, unless the intcrarrival time. service time, and blocking time afC all constant and the total
oC blocking and service times is less tban the intcrarrival time. Servers with blocking arc not
uncommon. In a token ring, a packet must await transmission unlil the token arrives at its
port [Bux81bJ. Data transfer al a disk or sectored drum cannot occur unlil the correct sector
is under the read/write heads [Cof69a,Cof73a). In each of theso cases, an idle server is
blocked before service is rendered. This blocking causes the server's queue length to increase.
If the distribution of the blocking time is known and is independent of the service time. the
effect on queueing throughout the network may be captured by replacing the service time dis-
tribution with the convolution of the blockinB and service time distributions.
A different approach is required when the distribution of the blocking time is nol expli-
citly available. We propose a scheme that attempts to account for variable blocking delays by
modifying the LAN port's coefficient of variation of service time, while leaving the mean ser-
vice time, and hence the server's ulilization, fixed. As argued in [BonB4aJ, the advantage of
this scheme is that it approximately accounts for the effect of blocking on the variability of
the interdeparture limes at the ports and hence the effect of the corresponding interarrival
time variabili'y on other stations in the network.
3. An integration Scheme: The Method or Apparent OJernclenls or Variation
Suppose that a system component i may be modeled 85 an open queue fed by one or
more Poisson streams, but that the (effective) service time distribution f I either is not Coxian
or else cannot be determined explicitly because of blocking even though average waiting times
are available.
If the service time distribution can be explicitly determined and h85 finite moments, an
accurate approximation f rwith the same moments may be constructed which is a mixture of
exponentials and therefore has a rational Laplace transform. The rational Laplace transform
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corresponds to B Colcian distribution. The system may then be solved using Maric's algorithm
[Mar7Ra] without further modification.
Now consider the case in which the distribution of the combined service and blocking
times cannot be explicitly determined, although the mean service time S, and the mean wait-
iDg time W(X,,st) are available for a given throughput X,. The variability of the arrival pro-
cess at i in tbe closed network will be approximated by the state-dependent arrival rates
{'-An)} produced by Maric's algorithm. We suggest that the original server be [Cplaced in
Maric's algorithm by a Coxian server having the same traffic intensity and the same waiting
time as the original when driven by a Poisson arrival process with the same nile Xl' The aver-





where (Pi(rI)} is the marginal queue length distribution of server i obtained from Marie's algo-
rithm for A(lIyCt /1 queues [Mar80aJ and [he A,(n)'s are slate dependent arrival rates obtained




Formally, the mean waiting time of the replacement server in an MlG/1 queue is fully deter-
mined by irs utilizalion P, =X/Sr and its oppar~nJ CV C
"
using the Pollacek.-Khinchine for-
mula. The apparent CV may be found by solving
P'(I+C"
, ,J = W(Xr,sr)
2X,(1 p,) (4)
for C,. A filt~d Coxian service lime distribution with mean 1/""1 and CV C/ may tben be used
to approximate the server of interest in Marie's algorithm. Thus, the impact of the system
component on the performance of the entire closed network. may be approximately deter.
mined. Servers with CV's that are larger than one may be fitted with two-stage (H 2)
· 8·
hypcrexponenlial distributions; those with CV's between one and 0.5 may be fined with
Erlang-k (gamma) distributions; those with positive CV's between zero and 0.5 may be fitted
with generalized ErIaRg distributions [Mar80a]. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 2.
General SeneI' Model Intearatlon Alprltbm;
repeat
for each server i do begin
Obtain the load-dependent nmval rates >",(n) from
equation (3);
II the service time distributioD f I is available thea





Solve equation (4) for -apparent CV· C, ;
Fit Caxian distribution f f (H 2. £}.. Gen. Erlang) to moments;
end (- else -)
end; (e for each server -)
Run one Marie iteration;
If constraints not satisfied, apply Maric's corrections;
aolD constraints satisfied.
Figure 2: Marie-based integration scheme
for general scners
4. Modellag LAN Contentlon'. Impact on Hosts' Performaoc:e
A local ;;Irea network (LAN) may be regarded as a device that is accessed via pons
attached to each mainframe or host computer. Many networks can only transmit one packet
of data at a time. E:lIlmples of these are Erhernet [MetBOa] and the Zurich token ring
[SIi.'83a]. Othcr networks. such as the slottcd Cambridge ring [LunBla]. may carry more than
one packet at a rime. In the absence of buffering, a job will move to its maehinc's port every
time it generates a packet, and then return to the CPU once transmission of the packet is
complete. In this respect, a port is no different from a secondary storage device as treated in
the central server model [Buz73a]. Howevcr, the waiting timc of a job at the port is
inlluenced by factors exrernal 10 the host. such as the traffic offered by other hosts. Attempt-
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ing to capture these external factors in the apparent service ti.me CV allows us Eo approximate
the effect of the variance of the jobs' intcrdeparture times on queue lengths at the remaining
servers in the host. Notice that this approach differs from those previously used in simultanc-
ous resource possession problems: these approaches attempt to capture delays due to factors
other tban service by modifying the appaullI service time means [Jac82a,Sau81a,Agr83a].
The principle of the LAN model integration algorithm is that apparent CV's of ports at
each host may be estimated once trial values for the packet arrival ratcs at all hosts are avail-
able. Let iJ: denote the server index of the LAN pori at host k. Lei XlI.' k =1•... ,11 denote the
packet arrival rate at the LAN port of the ktb host. Let WL.,(X'.x{ •...•X(.s,) denote the
1 i • j
waiting time of a packet there, as predicted by an open queue model. Then, by analogy with
Section 4.3,the apparent CV of the .tth LAN pori server. C f! may be obtained by solving
(5)
where PI! denotes the utilization of the LAN by the k th host. Once the C1/s have been
obtained, an iteration of Marie's algorithm may be performed for each host independently to
oblain better estimates of its performance measures, including the throughputs used as param-
eters for the open LAN models.
The proposed algorithm is self-correcting: in the event that the hosts generate packets at a
rate that saturates the LAN. the apparent CV's of the pori servers will be large enough to
reduce the predicted throughputs, and hence the apparent service time CV's, at the end of the
next iteration. Notice that the algorithm is not precisely the same as Marie's, since the
apparent service time CV's of the ports must be modified at the end of each iteration. while
the original algorithm keeps CV's fixed. However. this eHect will diminish as the outputs con-
verge.
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LAN Mood ID.tep-atlOD Algorithm:
Estimate throughput at each gateway (decomposition at each host);
repeat
Determine resultant waiting time at all gatewaY'
using open model. current estimate of throughputs;
Fit "apparent CV'" from (5). Coxian distributions to gateways;
RUD one Marie iteration for each host 85 in Figure 2, yieldi.ng
new estimate of throughputs and queue lC'Dgtbs;
Apply Marie's corrections to each host if Deeded;
DOW Maric's convergence criterion satisfied at each host.
Flanrt 3: Proposed algorithm for integrating
gateway model into host models
$. AD Eumple: ToileD. Rlnl "ltb NOI1-Emaaltbe Service
In this section, we present the [csulls of W1ing the algorithm depicted in Figure 3 to
incorporate a modified form of the Bcrry-Chandy [Ber83a] tollen ring model into closed
queueing network. models of the hosts. The data arc given in the AppendiJ:. The modifcation
of the Berry-Chandy model is described in [Bon84a]. [t is worth noting that Kuehn's model
[Kue79a] yields very similar results to those of the modified Berry-Chandy model when packet
lengths are assumed fixed.
Following the notation of rBux81ll.], Ihe (fixed) packet transmission time was takcn to be
whcre III is the header length in bits, I" is the data length, v ill the line speed in bits per
second, " is the number of stations, and da is the distance between neighbouring stations
(assumed constant). The token passing time between neighbouring stations was taken to be
where I, is the token length. These formulae assume a 1 bit delay at each srarion. We have
used the following parameter values for the ring model:
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lit = 112 hiu
Id = 1000 hits
I, = 24 bits
11 =1 Mbiu /s~c
d" = 40 ~'r~s
T = 5XI0-9 s~c /1tI4lr~
For our analysis, the mean service time E IS1 was equated with Tp and the token passing over-
head d was equated with Tr.
In our integrated model, it is assumed that a job thar transmits a packet will be delayed
until rhe transmission is complete. The integrated model's predictions have been compared
with SLAM network-oriented simulations [Pri79a1 of a ring with two connected hosts for a
variety of parameter values. The network is illustrated in Figure 4. Simulations of networks
with identical and non-identical hosts were tun to eheck the heuristic's ability to capture the
effeet of asymmetric network loadings. The simulations of the identical hosts were tun with
all local servers exponential and with the CPUs' service time CV's ranging between 1 and 5.
Runs of networks wirh non-idenrical hOSls were performed for hosts with exponential servers
only. Confidence bounds on the performance measures werc obtained by replicated simula-
tions on differenst sets of random number gcneration seeds.
WC present the for two models of systems with non-identieal hosts and exponenriallocal
servers and models of a rings under light, moderate, and moderately heavy loadings with
identical hosts having (a) exponential local serven and (b) nOD.-e~oncntial CPU's with Bll
other local servers exponential. The results show that the approximation .scheme estimates the
server throughputs to within 5% of their simulated values and the utilizarions to within 7%.
When the ring loading is less than about 50%, the relative error in rhe queue lengtb estimates
is never more than 10%, while that of the response time estimates never exceeds 13%. When
the ring loading exceeds 50%, the response times and queue lengths of the port servers arc


















underestimated by at most 25%; the relative C1.ors increase with the service time CV of the
CPU. The corresponding mCil5Ures DC the other servers are always estimated to well within
15% of the simulated values.
The occurrence of queue length discrepancies in models with ring loadings of more than
50% indicates that the effect of non·cxhausrive service on network access delay and on the
interdeparturc time CV of the port server may not have been fuIty accounted for. This may
be explained as follows: our integration scheme attempts to capture the blocking effect by
modifying the apparent service time eoefficient oC variation, while keeping the mean service
lime fixed. In token rings with non-exhaustive service, the cycle time variance, and hence that
of the blocking rime. is greatest at low utilizations. while the cycle time mean increases at
higher utilizations. Consequently, as the ring utilization increases, the approximation mcthod
overestimates the effect of cycle time variability on the ports' interdeparture processes and
undercstimates the effect of the cycle time mean on the ports' queue lengths. Notice that this
problem is not as significant in the two-host asymmetric model shown in Table A2. Host 1
only offers enough traffic to keep the riog busy about 6% of the time. which is small com-
pared with the load offered by Host o. It follows that the cycle time ....ariance of the ring in
this model is larger than that of a ring with the same toral utilization 85 that in Table A2 Bnd
equal arri....al rates at all hosts. Nevertheless, our integrated model is most accurate at light
and moderate load levels. These load levels are currently common (or local area networks in
practice. For example, Schoch and Hupp [Sch80a] have reported that Ethernet loadings very
seldom exceed 10%.
,. Concl.m.on
The aim of this paper was to describe a method for integrating models of local area net-
works into an algorithm for solving closed queucing network models. We argued that thc
accuracy of Maric's method [Mar78a] cnables u.s to use it to solve modcls of systcms with Don-
exponential servers. We suggcsted that servcrs with variablc block.ing times, such as local arca
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network gateways, also be treated as oon-eKpOoential servers. The reasoning behind this pro-
posal was that the service time's apparent coefficient of variation could capture not only the
effect of bloc:king on queueing delays, but also its effect on the server's departure process,
whose impact on performance was described in Section 2. Also, reducing the problem of
modeling closed networks with bloc:king servers to that of modeling networks with oon-
exponcntial servers enables us to use Marie's method to predict the performance of the entire
system.
The usefulness of our approach has been demonstrated by applying it to the previously
uosolved problem of modeling the effect of local area network access delays on hosts' perfor-
mance. The method of apparent coefficients of variation was used to construct non-
exponential replacements for the gateway servers whose waiting times matched those
predicted by an accurate open-queue model of a token ring. The resulting integrated model
was solved by Marie's method to yield accurate predictions about the performance of each
attached host. The numerical data show that our approach accurately predicts the demands
made on the ring by each host. Our approach a!5o predicts the impact of tbe ring traffic gen-
erated by one host on tbe ring access delays of the other hosts, as well as tbe effect of tbese
delays on the basts' system throughputs. Thus, we have shown that it is possible to combine
an open-queue model of a non-product form subsystem with a fut closed queuing network
!IOlution algorithm to produce an integrated model of the system as a whole.
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Appendix: Test or the Model lntell:ntloq Scbeme
This appendix contains tables comparing the performance measurcs predieled by the
integrated model of a tokcn ring and hosls described in Section 5 with simulations of syslems
having the same service and routing parameters. Confidence limits arc prescnted for server
queue lengths, utilizations, response times, and throughputs. Notice that the ring utilization
given in the tables is the utilization due to each host. For models of asymmelric rings, the
total ring utilization is the sum of the ring utilizations due to each host; for symmetric rings,
the total ring utilization is double the figure shown in the tables.
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Table AI: kymmetrie Network ModelL
Comparison of Predicted Values. Simulation Means
Bnd
95% Confidence Limits for Host 0
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu 114.00 0.0030 1.0
disk1 10.00 0.0150 1.0
disk2 3.00 O.ot5O 1.0
gate 100.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.9476 09580 0.011 0.0121 0.9358 0.9802
disk1 0.4156 03986 0.043 0.D099 03804 0.4168
disk2 0.1247 0.1227 0.016 0.0115 0.1015 0.1439
gate 03204 03142 0.020 0.D094 02970 03315
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Vill. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 2.7753 2.8047 0.011 0.0624 2.6901 2.9194
disk1 0.6448 0.6128 0.052 0.D673 0.4892 0.7364
disk2 0.1408 0.1341 0.050 0.0108 0.1143 0.1539
gate 0.4390 0.4489 0.022 0.0048 0.4401 0.4577
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 315.9523 318.4250 0.008 5.0528 309.1424 327.7007
disk1 n.7151 27.1850 0.019 1.4631 24.4972 29.8728
disk2 83145 8.1663 0.018 05977 7.D681 92644
gate 277 .1531 279.9250 0.010 3.6834- 273.1581 286.6918
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.0088 0.0088 0.002 O.oooz 0.0085 0.D091
diskl 0.0233 0.0226 0.031 0.D036 0.0159 0.0293
disk2 0.0169 0.0164 0.029 0.0011 0.0143 0.0185




Comparison of Predicted Values.simulatioD Means
.ad
95% Confidence Limits for Host 1
Parameten
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu 131.00 0.0030 ID
disk1 10.00 ODlSO ID
disk2 20.00 OD4SO ID
gate 100.00 0.0012 OD
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.4204 0.4423 0.049 OD118 0.4206 0.4640
disk] 0.1605 0.1698 0.055 OD134 0.1451 0.1945
disk2 0.9628 0.9587 0.004 OD269 0.9092 1.0081
gale 0.1241 0.1236 0.004 0D035 0.1172 0.1300
Queue LeDgths
Server Prod. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.6644 0.7021 0.054 OD81S 0.5523 0.8518
disk! 0.1887 0.1908 0.011 ODI69 0.1597 0.2219
disk2 2.9895 2.9102 0.027 OD762 2.n03 3DS02
gate 0.1574 0.1741 0.096 00060 0.1632 0.1851
Throughputs
Server Prcd. Val. 8im. Mean RelErr. StDev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 140.1480 144.8S00 0.032 4.3933 136.7789 152.9211
disk! 10.6983 11.0700 0.034 1!1619 9.1192 13D208
disk2 21.3966 21.6500 0.012 O.8m 20.1110 23.1890
gate 106.9832 110.9000 OD3S 3D792 105.2432 116.5568
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rcl.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0D047 0.0048 0.030 00006 0.0038 ODOS9
disk! 0.0176 0.0173 ODI8 O.llO21 0.0134 OD212
disk2 0.1397 0.1355 0.031 00093 0.1184 0.1526
gate 0.0015 0.0016 0.045 00000 0.0015 0.0016
Table A2: Asymmetric Network Model 2.
Comparison of Predicted Values. Simulation Means
.nd
95% Confidence Limits for Host 0
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu1 114.00 0.0030 lD
disk1 to.OO 0.0150 lD
disk2 3.00 ODI50 lD
gate 100.00 0.0012 OD
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.DeY. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu1 0.9528 0.9581 O.lJ06 O.lJ063 0.9465 0.9698disk1 0.4179 0.4126 OD13 0.0263 0.3644 0.4608disk2 0.1254 0.1279 0.020 0.0166 0.0974 0.1584gate 0.3199 0.3116 0D2"7 O.lJ063 0.3000 0.3232
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean ReI.Err. St.Dey. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu I 2.8010 2.8063 0.002 0.0694 2.6787 2.9338disk1 0.6499 0.6366 0.021 0D560 05337 0.7396disk2 0.1417 0.1433 0.011 0.0190 0.1083 0.1782gate 0.4071 0.4138 OD16 0.0017 0.4107 0.4168
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean ReI.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu1 317.6102 317.8250 0.001 5.0265 3085908 "527.0592disk1 27.8605 27.1000 0.028 0.2287 26.6799 275201disk2 83582 8D765 0D35 0.4261 72937 8.8593gate 278.6113 2795750 0.003 5.6486 269.1978 289.9522
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rcl.Err. Sf.Dey. Lower CL UpperCL
cpul 00088 0D088 0004 0.0003 0.0083 0D094disk1 0.0233 0.0235 0008 0.0021 0.0196 OD274disk2 0.0170 OD178 0D42 0.0024 0.0133 OD222gate 0.0015 0.0015 0.014 0.0000 0.0014 0.0015
Table A2, continued.
Asymmetric Network Model 2
Comparison of Predicted Values, Simulation Means
and
95% Confidence Limits for Host 1
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
epal 121.00 0.0030 1.0
diskl 50.00 0.0150 1.0
disk2 20.00 0.0150 1.0
gate 50.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dey. Lower CL Upper CL
epal 03334 0.3474 0.040 0.0306 02911 0.4036
disk! 0.6888 0.7019 0.019 0.0800 05549 0.8490
disk2 0.8265 0,8303 0.005 o.OS10 0.7366 0.9240
gate 0.0533 0.0533 0.000 0.0057 0.0429 0.0638
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dey. Lower CL Upper CL
epal 0.4662 0.4892 0.047 0.0488 0.3994 05789
disk! 1.4407 1.4595 0.013 02680 0.9671 1.9519
disk2 2.0299 1.9835 0.023 0.2938 1.4438 25232
gate 0.0632 0.0678 0.068 0.0075 0.0540 0.0816
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dey. Lower CL UpperCL
epal 111.1246 114.6750 0.031 9.8633 965548 132.7952
diskl 45.9193 47.0625 0.024 3.4813 40.6670 53.4580
disk2 1836n 18.8100 0.024 1.6898 15.7056 21.9144
gate 45.9193 47.8350 0.040 5.1001 38.4655 572045
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower CL UppcrCL
epal 0.0042 0.0043 oms 0.0001 0.0040 0.0045
disk1 0.0314 0.0310 0.013 0.0043 0.0231 0.0389
disk2 0.1105 0.1058 01145 0.0200 0.0690 0.1426
gale 0.00!4 0.0014 0.012 0.0000 0.0014 0.0014
·21·
Table A3: Symmetric Network Modell: Lightly Loaded Ring.
(a) All local servers exponential




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu 121.00 O.oosa 1.0
disk! sa.OO 0.0150 1.0
disk2 20.00 O.D4sa 1.0
gate sa.OO 0.0012 0.0
.
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.5239 05302 0.012 0.0409 0.4550 0.6054
disk] 0.6494 0.6355 0.022 0.0387 05643 0.7066
disk2 0.7793 0.7838 0.006 0.0500 0~918 02>757
gale 0.0504 0.0485 0.039 0.0032 0.0426 0.0544
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelEa. SE.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.8951 0.9135 0.020 0.0883 0.7513 lIJ757
diskl 12771 12160 O.osa 0.1185 0."83 1.4336
disk2 1.77sa 1.8275 0.029 02113 1.4393 22158
gate 0.0529 0.0526 0.006 0.0046 0.0441 0.0610
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. SI.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 104.7755 105.5600 0.007 5.4763 95.4994 115.6206
diskl 432956 435800 0.007 2.1660 39.6008 475592
disk2 173183 175850 oms 1.1660 15.4429 19.7271
gate 43.2947 43.5200 0.005 2.8928 382055 48.8345
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean ReiEr!. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.0085 0.0086 0.016 0.0004 0.0078 0.0094
disk1 0.0295 0.0278 0.059 0.0014 0.0253 0.0304
disk2 0.1025 0.1044 0.018 0.0188 0.0698 0.1389




(b) Service time CV=2 al the CPU
Visit ralios and mean service times as in Madella




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu U1.OO 0.0050 2.0
disk! 50.00 ODl5O 1.0
disk2 20.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 50.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RciErr. St.Dcv. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.4940 05009 0.014 0.0234 0.4580 05438
disk! 0.6124 0.609.5 0.005 0.0239 0.5657 011534
disk2 0.7349 0.7634 0.037 0.0860 0.6054 O.921S
gate 0.0475 0.0462 0.028 0.0015 0.0435 0.0489
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RciErr. St.Dcv. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 1.0164 0.9694 0.048 0.0827 0.8174 1.1214
disk! 12242 12240 ODOD 0.1814 0.8908 15572
disk2 1.7097 1.7560 0.026 0.2369 13209 2.1912
gate 0.0499 0.0504 0.010 0.0017 0.0473 0.0535
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err . St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 98.8065 99.6963 0.009 2.6141 94.8939 104.4986
disk.l 40.8291 40.8813 0.001 15624 38DI09 43.7516
disk2 16.3316 16.4438 0.007 1.1233 143800 185075
gate 4ll.8284 41.4775 0.016 1.3266 39.0404 43.9146
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.0103 0.0097 0.059 0.0008 0.0083 0.0112
disk.l 0.0300 0.0299 OD03 0.0049 0.0209 0.0389
disk.2 0.1047 0.1068 OD20 0.0175 0.0748 0.1389




(c) Service time CV=S at the CPU
Visit ratios and mean service times Il5 in Model la




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu 121.00 0.0050 5.0
disk! 50.00 0.0150 1.0
disk2 20.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 50.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower"CL Upper CL
cpu 0.4544 0.4503 0.D09 0.0241 0.4061 0.4945
disk! 0.5634 0.5668 0.006 0.0183 0.5331 0.6005
disk2 0.6760 0.6948 0.027 0.0577 05888 01lO09
gate 0.0437 0.0428 0.D20 0.0012 0.0406 0.0451
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 1.1306 1.0520 O.07S 0.17% 0.7313 13727
disk! 1.1723 12199 0.039 0.0988 1.0383 1.4014
disk2 1.6511 1.6810 O.Q18 0.1148 1.4702 1.8918
gate 0.0%1 0.0%7 0.014 0.0007 0.0454 0.0480
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 90.8876 92.2200 0.D14 6.7831 79.7586 104.6814
disk! 37.5569 37.6900 0.D04 3.8651 305894 44.7907
disk2 15m27 153100 0.019 2.0138 11.6103 19.0097
gate 375561 38.4400 0.023 1.0956 36.4272 40.4528
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.0124 0.0115 0.075 0.0026 0.D068 0.0163
disk1 0.0312 0.0325 0.039 0.0037 0.0256 0.0393
disk2 0.1099 0.1101 0.002 0.0110 0.0898 0.1304
gate 0.0012 0.0012 0.013 0.0000 0.0012 0.0013
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Table A4: Symmetric Network Model 2: Ring Loading ca. 25%.
(a) All local servers exponential
Comparison of Predicted Values. Simulation Means
and
95% Confidence Limits for Station 0
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu 124.00 0D030 1.0
disk! 45.DO 0.0150 1.0
disk2 3.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 75.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
SeIVer Fred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. StDev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.5162 05223 D.OU 0.0064 05105 0.5342
disk! 0.9367 0.9009 0.040 0.1277 0.6664 1.1354
disk2 0.1873 0.1961 0.045 0.0142 0.1701 02221
gate 0.1211 0.1165 0.040 0.0006 0.1154 0.1175
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. StDev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.9038 0.9056 0.D02 0.0300 0.8506 0.9607
disk! 2.7317 2.7170 0.005 0.0380 2.6472 2.7868
disk2 02259 0.2338 0.034 0.0322 0.1747 0.2929
gate 0.1386 0.1401 O.OlD 0.0013 0.1377 0.1424
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. 8im. Mean Rel.Err. StDcv. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 172.0780 172.7375 0.D04 0.8610 171.1558 1743192
disk! 62.44n 62.6500 0.003 0.4519 61.8198 63.4802
disk2 4.1632 4.1735 0.D02 0.0592 4.0648 42822
gate 104.0793 104.5450 0.004 0.4999 103.6267 105.4633
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. StDev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.0053 0.0052 0.012 0.0002 0.0049 0.0056
diskl 0.0437 0.0386 0.133 0.0168 0.0076 0.0695
disk2 0.0543 0.0573 0.052 0.D045 0.0489 0.0656
gate 0.0013 0.0013 0.030 0.0000 0.0013 0.0014
- 2S-
Table A4, continued.
Symmetric Network. Madel 2
(b) Service rime C/=2 at tbe CPU
Visit ratios and mean service times B5 in Model 28
Comparison of Predicted Values, Simulation Means
and
95% Confidence Limits for Station 0
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu 124.00 0.0030 2.0
disk! 45.00 O.OlSO 1.0
disk2 3.00 O.04SO 1.0
gate 75.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. Sf.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.4844 0.4974 0.026 0.0068 0.4848 05100
diski 0.8790 0.9083 0.032 0.0120 0.8862 0.9303
disk2 0.1758 0.1872 0.061 0.0078 0.1730 02015
gal. 0.1136 0.1139 0.003 0.0013 0.1115 0.1163
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. StDev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 1.0153 0.9600 0.058 ODl88 0.9254 0.9946
disk! 2.6419 2.6761 0.013 0.0263 2.6278 2.7245
disk2 02126 02208 0.037 0.0068 02084 02332
gate 0.1303 0.1429 0.088 0.0031 0.1372 0.1486
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 161.4756 169.0875 0.045 2.0312 1653559 172.8191
diskl 58.6000 61.4188 0.D46 0.8143 59.9228 62.9147
disk2 3.9067 4.1031 0.D48 0.0515 4D086 4.1977
gate "'.6667 102.2050 0.044 1.1798 100.0377 1043724
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.0063 0.0057 0.108 0.0001 0.0054 0.0059
disk1 0.0451 0.0436 0.035 0.0008 0.0422 O.04SO
disk2 0.0544 0.0540 0.007 0.0008 0.0526 0.0554
gate 0.0013 0.0014 0.071 0.0000 0.0014 0.0014
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Table A4. continued.
Symmetric Network Model 2
(c) Service time CV=5 at the CPU
Visit ratios and mean service ti.mes as in Model 2a
Comparison of Predicted Values, Simularioo Means
and
95% Confidence Limits for Station 0
Parameters
Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time Time CV
cpu 124.00 0.0030 5.0
disk! 45.00 0.0150 1.0
disk2 3.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 75.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizati.oDs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rcl.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UppcrCL
cpu 0.4430 0.4523 0.020 0.0014 0.4342 0.4703
disk! 0~038 0~9 0.037 0.0010 0~220 0.8477
disk2 0.1608 0.1544 0.041 0.0066 0.0704 02384
gate 0.1039 0.1040 0.000 0.ססOO 0.1036 0.1043
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 1.1103 1.0608 0.047 0.0117 09125 12090
diskl 25733 2.6280 0.021 OD2S4 23049 2.9511
disk2 0.1964 0.1815 0.082 0.0124 OD238 03391
gate 0.1200 0.1301 0.077 0.0016 0.1094 0.1507
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. 51.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 147.6646 153.9500 0.041 0.0021 153.9237 153.9763
disk! 535880 55.7400 0.039 0.ססOO 55.7400 55.7400
disk2 35725 3.7275 0.042 0.0283 3.3680 4.0870
gate 893135 93.2650 0.042 0.0219 929864 935436
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.0075 0.0069 0.088 0.0001 0.0059 0.0078
disk! 0.0480 0.0471 0.D18 0.0005 0.0412 0.0531
disk2 0.0550 0D488 0.128 0.0025 0.0166 0.0810
gate 0.0013 0.0014 0.068 0.ססOO 0.0012 0.0016
- 27-
Table AS: Symmetric Network Model 3: Moderately Loaded Ring.




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu 124.00 0.0030 1.0
disk! 25.00 O.OlSO 1.0
disk2 3.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 95.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean ReI-Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.7500 0.7619 OD16 00139 0.7363 0.7875
disk! 0.7560 0.7592 0.004 0.0183 0.7256 0.7928
disk2 02722 02937 0073 0.0162 02639 03235
gate 02223 0.2168 0.025 OD030 02114 0.2223
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rcl.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 1.6628 1.6615 0.001 0.0384 15909 1.7321
disk! 1.6878 1.6445 0.026 0.0256 15975 1.6915
disk2 03553 03848 o.on 0.0438 03043 0.4653
gate 02942 03097 0050 0.0052 03002 0.3193
Throughputs
Ser.ocr Pred. Val. Sim.Mcan RelErr. StDev. LowerCL UpperCL
cpu 249.9574 2535500 0.014 3.4874 247.1431 259.9569
diskl 50.3946 503350 0.001 0.7336 48.9872 51.6828
disk2 6.0474 63428 0047 0.1760 6.0195 6.6660
gate 191.4973 1945625 0.016 2.6853 189.6293 199.4957
Response Times
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.0067 0.0065 0.024 0.0001 0.0064 0.0067
diskl 0.0335 0.0327 0.026 0.0007 0.0313 0.0340
disk2 0.0588 0.0607 0.031 0.0085 0.0452 0.0762
gate 0.0015 0.0016 0.060 0.0000 0.0016 0.0016
• 28 •
Tllble Ali: Symmetric Network. Model 4: Ring Loading ca. 60%.
(a) All local servers exponential




Server Visit Servicc Service
Name Ratio Time TimcCV
cpu 114.00 0.0030 1.0
diskl 10.00 0.0150 1.0
disk2 3.00 OD4SO 1.0
gale 100.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.8993 0.9fYl7 0.009 0.0175 OB7S4 0.9399
disk! 03944 03893 0.013 0.0129 0.3655 0.4131
disk2 03550 03823 0.071 0.0243 03376 0.4269
Ilate 03050 02947 0.035 0.0069 02820 03073
Queue Lengtbs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 2.4252 23439 0.035 0.0676 2.2197 2.4681
disk! 05922 05679 0.043 0.0365 05008 0.6351
disk2 05102 05638 0_ 0.0576 0.4580 0.6695
gate 0.4722 0.5160 0.085 0.0227 0.4743 0.5577
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rcl.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 299.7600 3023500 0.D09 5.9099 291.4928 3132072
disk! 263000 26.1550 0.006 0.4113 25399S 26.9105
disk2 7.8900 8.1713 0.034 0.1867 7B283 8.5142
gate 262.9500 265.1250 0.008 5.2S28 255.4750 274.7750
Response
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.0081 0.D077 0.049 0.0001 0.0076 0.0078
diskl 0.0225 0.0195 0.156 0.0080 0.D048 0.0341
disk2 0.0647 0D691 0.063 0.0086 0.0533 0.0848




Symmetric Network Model 4
(b) Service time CV=2 at the CPU
Visit ratios and servce time means as in Model 4a




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu 114.00 0.0030 2D
disk.! 10.00 OD15O 1D
d[,k2 3.00 0»450 1D
gate 100.00 0.0012 OD
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.8505 0.8839 OD38 0.0142 0.8578 0.9101
disk! 0.3730 03658 0»20 0.0098 0."3478 0.3839
disk2 0.3357 0.3433 0.022 0.0046 0.3348 03517
gate 0.2890 02888 0.001 0.0070 02760 03017
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 2.4003 2.3401 OD26 0.0367 22726 2.4076
d[,k1 0.6084 05626 OD81 0D405 0.4882 0.6370
disk2 05193 0.4774 0D88 0.0514 0.3829 0.5719
gate 0.4719 0.6197 0239 OD303 05641 0.6753
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim.Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 283.5067 294.3500 OD37 52624 284.6824 304.0177
disk! 24.8690 25.4713 0.024 0.9032 23.8120 27.1305
disk2 7.4607 7.7608 OD39 0.1769 7.4358 8D857
gale 248.7194 258.4000 OD37 4.8853 249.4252 2673749
Response
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rei Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.(1085 0.(>079 OD70 0.0002 0.D075 0.0084
disk1 0.0245 OD221 0.109 0.0009 OD204 0»237
disk2 0.0696 0.0614 0.134 0.0058 OD507 OD72O
gate 0.0019 0.D024 0205 0.0001 0.D023 0.D02S
- 30 -
Table A6, continued.
Symmetric Network Model 4
(c) Service time CV=5 at tbe CPU
Visit ratios and se·rvce time means as in Model 43




Server Visit Service Service
Name Ratio Time TimeCV
cpu 114.00 0.0030 5.0
disk! 10.00 0.0150 1.0
diskZ 3.00 0.0450 1.0
gate 100.00 0.0012 0.0
Utilizations
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. SI.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 0.8084 0.8465 0.045 O.llO45 0.8383 0.8547
diskl 03545 03314 0.070 0.0131 0.3072 0.3SS5
disk2 03190 03115 0.024 0.0307 02550 0.3679
gate 0.2751 02624 0.049 O.llO3O 02569 0.2678
Queue Lengths
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean RelErr. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 23795 2.3889 O.llO4 o.OS2S 22924 2.4853
diskl 0.6228 05363 0.161 0.0482 0.4477 0.6248
disk2 0.5276 0.4539 0.162 0.0896 0.2892 0.6185
gate 0.4701 0.6210 0243 0.0040 0.6131 0.6283
Throughputs
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL Upper CL
cpu 269.5342 267.7750 O.llO7 3.0753 262.1252 273.4248
diskl 23.6433 22BS12 0.035 03304 222442 23.4583
disk2 7.0930 6.8589 0.034 0.0438 6.7784 6.9394
gate 236.4059 235.4250 0.004 2.6616 2305352 2403148
Response
Server Pred. Val. Sim. Mean Rel.Err. St.Dev. Lower CL UpperCL
cpu 0.0088 0D089 0.014 0.0002 0.0085 0.0093
diskl 0.0263 0.0235 0.121 0.0018 0.0202 0.0268
disk2 0.0744 0D661 0.126 0.0128 0.042S 0.0896
gate 0.0020 0.0026 0242 0.0000 0.0026 0.0027
